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Bodyweight evolution pdf

Bodyweight Evolution is a 12-week muscle growth training program developed by two fitness experts. I was responsible for developing a new logo that would represent the transformative purpose of the program, as well as designing and creating a clean and responsive one-page website. FitnessFA™ a registered trademark and cannot be copied or used for
any purpose without explicit written consent. Image copyright ©2020 FitnessFA's Pty Ltd. The above men and women are exceptional examples from our community and do not guarantee individual success. Your experience and results can vary. How many push-ups are handstands you can do? If you want to know the most effective way of practicing the
rack of pressing I will demonstrate this in my next video it will be live on YouTube. I #fitfam #calisthenicsworkout #barstarzz #streetworkout #makeithappen #belfast #muscleup #bodyweighttraining #thenx #barbrothers #barbars #statics #gym #fitness #irishfitfam #calisthenics #planche #bodypositive #bodytransformation #mensphysique #frontleverPage 2
months ago I noticed a spike in questions about a program called Bodyweight EvolutionTM. I also noticed that there aren't many great reviews about the program - Google has managed to find only 3 or 4 reviews that don't really go that deep about it at all. I took it upon myself to work through the routine and report back with a higher quality review for all of
you lovely people. Bodyweight EvolutionTM (here referred to as BWE) is an E-book and 12-week body weight training program written by Daniel Vadnal of FitnessFA and Metin Dabak of LittleBeastM. If you follow one, or either, authors, then you should already be familiar with the quality of their work and BWE is no exception. For those of you who are too
lazy to check out your site, which I'm so kindly linked to above, BWE consists of: More than 40 pages, including 129 photos showing the correct form of exercise. Brief technical cues and explanations of exercise.48 different exercise options. Weekly training log for each of the 3 steps (Excel document). Detailed 3 phase training program, each covering at
least 4 weeks (PDF). All for just 37USD, lazy. Your 40 pages are broken down as follows: 6 pages of fitness concepts26 pages of photos demonstrating the correct form of exercise. (Most photos have a couple of lines underneath that will tell you how to increase or decrease intensity in case you need to).2 pages for phase 1, 2 for phase 2, 4 pages for phase
3.1 page conclusion. The first page covers the differences between the Concentric, eccentric and muscle contraction also gives a brief explanation of the time under stress and tells you how to manipulate the levers in body weight exercises. The second page explains The Temper and Progressive Overload and provides examples of both. It also solves the
muscular soreness of the delusion that most beginners have. The third page explains the Mind-Muscle connection, the effectiveness of body weight training and the dreaded day of the foot. The fourth and fifth pages are going to explain the training program, and give you an example of weekly layouts for each stage (e.g. M/Tu/Th/Sa) There is not much to say
about these... They clearly depict the correct shape, but not where near as useful as the video will be. Personally, I haven't had the question of understanding what should only be done through photography, but I'm also not a complete beginner in weight fitness. Phase 1 and Phase 2 are 4-day weeks consisting of Upper Lower-Rest-Upper-Rest-Upper-Rest-
Rest split. Phase 3 is a 5-day week consisting of Upper-Lower-Upper-Rest-Upper-Upper-Rest split. But wait, all I read said is that we need a day of rest between working the same muscle group and these last two days as upper body workouts with nothing in between! Yes I know. However, that 5th day is basically volume and accessory work with less
intensity compared to the rest of the week. It will still tinker with your recovery a bit, but it's not too bad. Or, as I like to call them, Back-Day-With-Some-Chest-Sprinkled-In. There are a few days when you'll be hitting both pull ups and chinups, or two different kinds of pull-ups or chinups, but for the most part you'll only ever dip for your chest. Pushups are not
daily in Phase 2 or 3, but phase 2 and 3 enter straight bar dips, which is not a terrible substitute for push-ups. Phase 3 represents Korean failures, and I think that's the worst part of the program. There's nothing in the previous phases that really prepares you for the Korean Dip. You can try replacing parallel bar dips with Ring Turned Out Dips, but this
program doesn't touch the ring work at all. All the other exercises I felt have progressed very nicely from phase 1 to phase 3.Most movements follow the 31X2 or 31X1 Tempo, but there will be a few days when you will do a 52X0 or similar pace, and in phase 2 there is one day when you will be doing chinups with the 100X0 Tempo. Introducing different tempo
circuits was an interesting touch, not something I've thought about before, and it definitely helped minimize the monotony of workout programs. However, I found myself checking my phone too often to remember what pace I was trying to follow. Here's a quote from the e-book to start us up! Foot training, prescribed in the 12-week training program, is at the
introductory level. We strongly recommend to our customers in the direction of the training of the barbell for the lower body, as it provides intensity intensity stimulate growth. The lower part of the body thrives on intensity and it is simply more efficient and effective to add load. The legs are used to a large extent when completing daily activities. Thus, growth
requires a significant amount or load. We will give you the opportunity to follow our lower body training program or your own lower body weightlifting protocol if more advanced. Disclaimer: I don't follow the foot day program. BWE's leg day is pretty volume-heavy. Especially when you hit Phase 2 and they introduce one-legged exercises you can really start
spending too much time on training. For this reason, I chose a simple day of legs consisting of squats/deadlift/glute bridge/back extensions. If you follow BWE feet a day, then you will be doing L-Sit sets every day, otherwise you will only have L-Sits once a week and only during Phase 1. I did a set or two at the beginning of a workout every day because I
wanted my L-Sit to improve, even though I despise its existence. Hollow holds are also programmed for only one day phase 1 and nowhere else (not even Leg Day). Interesting choice... But you can throw them at the end of a workout on any of the days if you want more basic work. If you want to add dragon flags, try adding them at the end of one of the days
that are not associated with a lot of clicking. BWE progresses from chest to wall rack for hands to hold handstand shoulder taps and chest on the wall handstand pressed. Be comfortable being upside down or you'll miss out quite a bit! No photo because I suck when eating in excess, so I haven't changed much of the physique wise. Every day I exercised with
this routine I was able to add a rep to each set of each exercise, on good days I would be able to add red to each set and set, but those days were pretty meager. In 12 weeks I went from 3x5 Pullups to 3x8 30lb pull ups, and 3x8 failures to 3x8 30lb ring dips. Someone is bound to ask about it, so I decided through it in. My suggestion would be to stick to the
recommended routine until you can do 3x5 pull-ups and then think about switching to BWE if you want a strength focused routine and got a bit of a boring RR. BWE, in my opinion, is a very solid routine. The e-book is at best in order, seeing as all the information is available for free on all the powerful Internet. There's a small identity crisis with whether it's a
budding routine. I think it's best used as a bridge between a beginner routine and an intermediate or advanced routine. If you broke a college student, or a starving artist, maybe spend 37USD on more useful. But if you have money for this, 37USD for a minimum 12 week program isn't too much, since you'd also support 2 incredible content creators. Page
2Mail 3 years ago 18 comments You read Free Preview Page 2 is not displayed in in Preview. Daniel Vadnal is well known in the bodysuit fitness community with his FitnessFA channel, where he gives out amazing tips on a weekly basis. He's also pretty heavy for a guy calisthenics, but at 90kg, he knocks 50 OACUs in 20 minutes and recently reached his
Planche. I decided to give his muscle building bodyweight Evolution program a try and was amazed by the results: Bodyweight Evolution™ - The 12 week Weight Muscle Program program consists of a three, four week phase (a total of 12 weeks). The program is focused on basics (Pull-UPS, Dips, HSPU, Push-UPS, etc.) with a hefty amount of AB work
(HLRs, L-sit, hollow work) and leg day you can incorporate (although it encourages you to use your own foot routine). I especially like his choice of pace and carry out the order. This is not some BS program (Cough Kinobodi 'cough). Clearly he put a ton of thought into the program and I've already told all my friends to get on it. I followed it for 6 weeks (Phase
1 and half phase 2). Up: 132 pounds with 8.4% fat. After: 142 pounds with 8.6% fat. At my height, I'm almost pushing the overweight category into the BMI chart, but my abs are visible. It's not bragging, but encouraging everyone. I'm sure those with less experience would find even bigger improvements. This is especially good for those of us who refocus on
strength and want to look as strong as they do too (which is why I did it as well as a good mental break). Hopefully people here take note. Not making money here, obviously, but this guy is the real deal and not enough people know it. Sounds good! Have you done any other BW programs that would be comparable? a completely innocent question
@305pelusa. how is this different from Cavadlo's get-strong book? I ask because I am considering more body weight exercises in my daily training and it fascinates me. it's a more advanced program than Get Strong, which was considered a beginner program... Hello, sounds pretty nice ! Have you noticed any improvement in terms of body composition: for
example, the abs are larger /less noticeable? How about performance: for example, reducing/increasing weighted progress, holding a static position, etc... Is there any nutrition advice or something to make a massive increase possible? Good relations, Pet's completely innocent question @305pelusa.. how is this different from Cavadlo's get-strong book? I
ask because I am considering more body weight exercises in my daily training and it fascinates me. it's a more advanced program than the Get Strong program, which was considered a beginner program... @305pelusa can probably respond better, but I'm sure you'd like to complete Get Strong before you solve this program. Sounds Have you done any other
BW programs that would be comparable? Overcoming gravity is very good well and a great investment. It aims more for you to make your own program and is more focused on strength, although so a little different. how is this different from Cavadlo's get-strong book? I ask because I am considering more body weight exercises in my daily training and it
fascinates me. it's a more advanced program than Get Strong, which was considered a beginner program... BWE is harder, period. I bought Get Strong first (follow this summer) but I could complete everything in its Phase 4 challenge, so I decided to look for other options (find BWE after all). It's not trying to be conceited... it just doesn't make sense for me to
do hanging for a month when I can do Pull-UPS already 0_o. BWE is designed for those who can do at least 5 dips, pull-ups, keep a rack on the wall at least. She's progressive. You start with push-ups, tucked into hanging knee raises, etc., and don't just start with Korean dips, and you can regress whatever you want (e.g.: go ahead and stay on push-ups if
dropping them is too hard for you in phase 2). But thanks to higher rep goals and slow pace, you have a lot of progressive overload available. I'll probably choose BWE even for any beginner provided I knew how to regress everything properly (which is not covered in the book). Have you noticed any improvement in terms of body composition: for example,
the abs are larger /less noticeable? How about performance: for example, reducing/increasing weighted progress, holding a static position, etc... Is there any nutrition advice or something to make a massive increase possible? The body composition is technically the same as my bodyfat % remained basically the same. I absolutely look bigger though. I was
able to improve every session in almost every exercise. Vadnal is a genius in that he made his program had a lot of variety and different paces day in and day out (all week workouts are different). So you don't kill yourself by trying to add reps every couple of days to the same exercise. So if I hit my HS wall a week later, I could consistently add 5-10 seconds
in each set. Pull-ups and dips have improved the most I think. It's not uncommon for me to make sets of 40 sec Pull-UPS and 60 sec Failures now. Not a ton of reps, but TUT leads to a lot of growth nonetheless. I kept a strict diet. Counted my calories and made sure I had 300-500 calories surplus daily with about 200 grams of protein. If you're not serious
about your diet, I don't think any hypertrophy program will give you the results you want. @305pelusa can probably answer better, but I'm sure you'd like to complete Get Strong before solving this program. This is one way to look it, I suppose. I'm not a big fan of Get Strong because I'm frankly unsure of what he's trying to achieve. Rookie at Get Strong level
won't be strong enough to any serious muscle. TUT isn't a huge point in the program either. So I just feel like getting strong is designed for a simple introductory book of calisthenics. It does an excellent job in that, but it's a tough market to get into when people like Steven Lowe release 600 pages of books at the same price that target the same audience and
enjoy years of success in the massive Reddit community (which is where Low tested it). As a beginner, I'll probably start with a strength book that taught me a ton of regression/progression and theory (like OG or some of the GMB programs) and then, if I wanted to get some weight once I was stronger, would run cycles with BWE (or similar hypertrophy-
oriented programs). I would like to mention his new name Body Rings is an 18 week hypertrophy ring course that has had even more success than this one. This one looks great, but I don't have it. He also releases Limitless Feet right now as his third program. Can't recommend these, but if you guys are interested in calisthenics, Vadnal is absolutely the guy
to watch. I expect it will get better known in the coming years. GET STRONG really aims to start BW training for sure. However I made some serious progress and filled in some gaps I didn't know I was with it. I've only really been using KB and OS for the last 5 years. Learning BW has opened my eyes to some great things. I'll probably grab this program too.
Thanks for the info! @305pelusa Thank you for the information and recommendations! I'm in a bit of a red zone according to Dan John, so will spend the next few weeks doing high reps of PUs and squats in various places. I would like to start a more generalized program, and I am intrigued by this. How long do WOs take each day and any recovery
problems? Without looking to put on any size, just continue along the BW force path. GET STRONG really aims to start BW training for sure. However I made some serious progress and filled in some gaps I didn't know I was with it. I've only really been using KB and OS for the last 5 years. Learning BW has opened my eyes to some great things. I'll probably
grab this program too. Thanks for the info! Thank you! @305pelusa Thank you for the information and recommendations! I'm in a bit of a red zone according to Dan John, so will spend the next few weeks doing high reps of PUs and squats in various places. I would like to start a more generalized program, and I am intrigued by this. How long do WOs take
each day and any recovery problems? Without looking to put on any size, just continue along the BW force path. Kristen, I'll be honest. Much I like the product, you might not benefit as much. You can regress everything you want, so it's not a matter of complexity (you also have a very good strength base anyway). But I think the program is designed to
Muscles. The slow pace of exercise tends to be shorter periods of rest, and a wider variety of movements means that its goal is hypertrophy. If you are looking to continue the path of calisthenics and improve your skills and movement patterns to achieve increasingly complex and difficult skills, I think the best choice is to follow the program with less basic
exercise, with a focus on quality and development of your skills. I've talked of praise about overcoming gravity, which is aimed at beginners. However, I mentioned the prototype program was first released on Reddit for free (Stephen Lowe is God). It's still just the best routine for anyone in calisthenics in my opinion and nothing comes close to building
strength. They call it a recommended routine, and anyone who asks for programming on Reddit BW gets pointed right at it. Here's a massive article explaining all of this. All regressions, all the exercises, all the work skills you have to do, all the warm-ups. It's all covered. kb/recommended_routine - bodyweightfitness I frankly can't overestimate how good that
routine is. That's all every beginner has to work on. This is what makes programs like Get Strong a hard sell. Better, more comprehensive stuff out there for free. Things like BWE and body rings survive there because of its niche. This is for those who want to build muscle, and develop ring skills. If you're just looking to generally improve in calisthenics,
nothing beats the almighty recommended routine. Hopefully this is useful and perhaps gives another option. @305pelusa Thanks for understanding-very helpful! Just made a quick look, but it looks really cool and what I'm looking for! Will made in more today... If you've ever been to Anchorage, AK, let me know! Kristen, I'll be honest. As much as I like the
product, you might not benefit as much. You can regress everything you want, so it's not a matter of complexity (you also have a very good strength base anyway). But I think the program is designed to build muscle. The slow pace of exercise tends to be shorter periods of rest, and a wider variety of movements means that its goal is hypertrophy. If you are
looking to continue the path of calisthenics and improve your skills and movement patterns to achieve increasingly complex and difficult skills, I think the best choice is to follow the program with less basic exercise, with a focus on quality and development of your skills. I've talked of praise about overcoming gravity, which is aimed at beginners. However, I
mentioned the prototype program was first released on Reddit for free (Stephen Lowe is God). It's still just the best routine for those in calisthenics my mind, and nothing comes close to building strength. They call it a recommended routine, and anyone who asks for programming on Reddit BW gets gets immediately to him. Here's a massive article explaining
all of this. All regressions, all the exercises, all the work skills you have to do, all the warm-ups. It's all covered. kb/recommended_routine - bodyweightfitness I frankly can't overestimate how good that routine is. That's all every beginner has to work on. This is what makes programs like Get Strong a hard sell. Better, more comprehensive stuff out there for
free. Things like BWE and body rings survive there because of its niche. This is for those who want to build muscle, and develop ring skills. If you're just looking to generally improve in calisthenics, nothing beats the almighty recommended routine. Hopefully this is useful and perhaps gives another option. Thank you, @305pelusa this link. Very interesting. I
think That Strongfirst and their instructors should stick weights and rods and let the weight training specialists. Senior Certified Instructor Elite Certified Instructor I think That Strongfirst and their instructors should stick weights and rods and let weight training specialists. @malleus, our weight of course, weight certification, and Naked Warrior books are all
excellent, principles-based approaches that have yielded excellent results for many people. They are StrongFirst principles, as performed only with body weight, and one of the comments we often get from people who have already taken both our weight course or certificate and our certificate weights, how to learn to apply StrongFirst principles with weight
only serves to strengthen and helps their practice workout weights. -S- I should also mention that I purchased BWE some time ago and at a much lower price than $67. In fact, this price pushes it. If you're really looking for hypertrophy for calisthenics, I think this is probably one of the best options, so I'd buy it. Otherwise, your money is better spent elsewhere.
For $67, I expect something of a GMB caliber (online video tutorials, lifelong answers to any questions, etc.) and it's not even close. I wanted to make that point. I would also point out that I purchased BWE some time ago and at a much lower price than $67. In fact, this price pushes it. If you're really looking for hypertrophy for calisthenics, I think this is
probably one of the best options, so I'd buy it. Otherwise, your money is better spent elsewhere. For $67, I expect something of a GMB caliber (online video tutorials, lifelong answers to any questions, etc.) and it's not even close. I wanted to make that point. This is... I read about BWE on Reddit and wanted to add it to my collection, but $67 is too much for
me personally. Since I already have a ton of books about training, including a good amount of calisthenics stuff, I highly doubt that I can learn anything new from About about selection or regression/progression of these exercises. The only thing new will be the actual routine/programming, which is most likely viewed on 1 or 2 pages. When you already have
books like Overcoming Gravity, Gymnastic Body, a couple of Cavadlo books, Naked Warrior, etc., and know about free online stuff like beastskills and others, paying $67 for 1-2 pages worth of info seems ridiculous... I read about BWE on Reddit and wanted to add it to my collection, but $67 is too much for me personally. Since I already have a ton of books
about training, including a good amount of calisthenics stuff, I highly doubt that I can learn anything new from a book about the choice of exercise or regression/progression of these exercises. The only thing new will be the actual routine/programming, which is most likely viewed on 1 or 2 pages. When you already have books like Overcoming Gravity,
Gymnastic Body, a couple of Cavadlo books, Naked Warrior, etc. and know about free online stuff like beastskills and others, paying $67 for 1-2 pages worth of info seems ridiculous... Same thing, the same thing... Page 2 @305pelusa I know you know your weight stuff. During ring dips, should my hands be pointed outwards or inwards? I read conflicting
information (and seeing conflicting photos). It seems maybe they should be directed outward at the top and as you descend, more parallel to the body and then inside at the bottom, turning on the way up. Is that even right? Above: Ideally outward at the top as it will strengthen that biceps tendon so a few exercises can. In the beginning, it's ok to just have
them parallel at the top if it's too hard though. Below: The standard drop has them parallel to the bottom. However, you can also have them out. This shifts the force to the biceps and feels like a back lever/Korean drop hybrid. You can also have them inside and a bit, it is known as the Bulgarian Dip and is one of the first steps to the Iron Cross. 99% of people
should just build up to having them basically parallel throughout the rep, with turned out to be support at the top (as you said on your last paragraph). @305pelusa Solid information, thank you for the response. One more thing. Is it normal to have rings touching your forearm (if your hands were at 6 o'clock they touch my forearm at about 2 o'clock) at any
point or is it frowned upon? @305pelusa Solid information, thank you for the response. One more thing. Is it normal to have rings touching your forearm (if your hands were at 6 o'clock they touch my forearm at about 2 o'clock) at any point or is it frowned upon? What took me some time to get. The ring touches where your radius (as opposed to the ulnar
bone) you mean? Contact is in order and probably Inevitable. What you want to avoid is pulling the bottom of the rings (where you grab them) inside when you press your forearm against rings/strap (effectively resting against them). This means that the ring must be completely perpendicular to the floor. If you've ever seen the highest rep ring dips in XFit
done on time, that's what they do. Not that it's bad; If it's fair game and part of your sport, you should do it this way (like kipping Pull-UPS). But for total strength, it's just taking away the intensity. 1) I have To Get Strong and read it, I think it's basically starting strength for weight training. Thinking about giving it a run once I do Simple to switch things up. 2) I
like Vadnal, it has some good stuff on YouTube, but as others have said its price for these programs are bonkers. Also, I wish he was just making a real book not one of these janky e-book programs with low quality videos that you can get for the price of 6-7 e-books. 3) I'm looking forward to the SFB custom course in NH this October, but not looking forward
to the weather that will come after 1) I have To Get Strong and read it, I think it's basically the beginning of strength for body weight training. How so? 2) I like Vadnal, it has some good stuff on YouTube, but as others have said its price for these programs are bonkers. Also, I wish he was just making a real book not one of these janky e-book programs with
low quality videos that you can get for the price of 6-7 e-books. I agree with you in general, but respectfully disagree a bit. As I see it, when I buy his books, I support him as well. I support his channel. If he charges twice as much for his programs as Al Cavadlo, but releases 10 times as many free programs/video technology/programming tips out there, then
guess who I think is reloading his stuff? Remember that this is also about quality. While I'm a big fan of Al, BWE is just a better program than the stuff he's in every way I can think of. You may be more excited to snag a $25 copy of the full book as a raise bar; but if my progress is five times better with a $70 janky ebook, which one do you think I'm going to
get? I hope it makes sense. That's exactly how I see it. @305pelusa re: Get Strong/Starting Strength Comparison--- I think Get Strong builds the foundation and builds from it effectively in a way similar to the beginning of strength. Just my opinion. On the second point: I see you have a picture of yourself doing a press handstand in your profile picture and
from this I can extrapolate that your gymnastic skills are much more advanced than mine because, as my handstands are sorry for the pile of burning tires at the moment. To dwell on this issue, what would be worse? Grabbing BWE and getting discouraged because you can't complete your skills or do Strong (or other more beginner-focused programs) first,
at least get in the game to the level of completing BWE effectively. Also, I love reading read from the Kindle reader app on the phone, so that's the thing. To dwell on this issue, what would be worse? Grabbing BWE and getting discouraged because you can't complete your skills or do Get Strong (or another more beginner-focused program) first, at least get
in the game to the level of completing BWE effectively since the most difficult skill in BWE is Pull-Up, and you can do that, I don't agree with your logic that BWE will discourage you specifically. There are L-sit and HSPUs, but you can just regress them if you want. But yes, if Pull-UPS were a problem, BWE would be discouraging and you want something
easier to start calisthenics with. I see. I just use a regular reader app on my phone for BWE, but if you specifically like them in the Kindle reader app, you'll want a Kindle ebook. I agree. Grabbing BWE and getting discouraged because you can't complete your skills or do Get Strong (or another more beginner-focused program) first, at least get in the game to
the level of completing BWE effectively. I like Al and Get Strong, but just so everyone knows, the recommended routine from Reddit will get you on the same level as Get Strong, but for free. I like that Reddit Recommended routine has a free handy app as well.... for those in such I like static at the beginning of Reddit Recommenced Ruthina. Some of them
seem to help my shoulder and I was already looking for a way to put them in my workouts. Starting weight is very similar to Reddit's routine, but the focus is more strength/hypertrophy than gymnastics (no hand stands, HLR instead of L-Sits). There are great warm-ups and stretching protocols. I've been doing this for a long time, but with paired sets, like in a
Reddit routine. It worked perfectly for me as well as my wife and my two friends. Everyone was happy with this program and didn't want to try anything else beginning Bodyweight Training: Beginning Bodyweight Basic Basic Senior Senior Certified Instructor Elite Certified Instructor I remind everyone that our focus on StrongFirst is not on exercise
progression, but on understanding the principles of strength and applying them to multiple, well-chosen exercises with appropriate regression and progression. All of our materials and courses - by body weight, weights and barbells - focus on the same principles, are reviewed and implemented in great detail, and taught in a way that provides safe and
effective training. -S--S- bodyweight evolution pdf. bodyweight evolution ebook free. bodyweight evolution anonfile. bodyweight evolution reddit. bodyweight evolution download. bodyweight evolution 12 week. bodyweight evolution vadnal. bodyweight evolution free
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